Dear Friends of Roger Bacon,

What a dramatic year we all experienced during the 2019-2020 academic year! What started as a very promising and bright outlook, very quickly turned into an environment of change, unknown and significant challenge for our faculty, staff, students, families and the Roger Bacon community as a whole. Some of the highlights of the early part of the year include:

• Another solid opening enrollment of 498 students. The interest in and reputation of Roger Bacon High School remains very strong in our market.

• The Outreach Board continues to provide many service opportunities for Roger Bacon students to make a difference in the lives of others, particularly the less fortunate.

• Reopening and dedication of the renovated Bron Bacevich Memorial Stadium. Improvements included a paved parking lot, storage buildings, new automobile and pedestrian entrances, landscaping and a number of other improvements.

• Another class of 22 Assisi scholars was sent on a pilgrimage to Assisi and Rome to experience our Franciscan charism at another level.

• A number of our athletic teams experienced banner seasons including deep runs in the end-of-year tournaments.

• The drama guild performed a dramatic and emotional rendition of The Diary of Anne Frank along with many other fine arts offerings.

There were other academic, athletic, spiritual and extracurricular activities that highlighted what looked to be a very positive year. Then came March and everything changed dramatically and immediately. Governor DeWine announced the closing of the schools and the shutdown of the bulk of the economy due to the coronavirus pandemic. Face-to-face instruction was replaced with online learning. Athletic and extracurricular activities were stopped. We were faced with a “new normal.”

I am very proud to say that our Roger Bacon community made the necessary adjustments to manage in this new environment. Alums, friends and other supporters reached out to help individuals and families most adversely impacted by the pandemic. We did whatever needed to be done to maintain our standards of compassion and quality as much as possible.

Probably more than any other year, we want to thank EVERYONE so much for your support, encouragement and prayers. It is so gratifying to know the many people who stepped forward to offer whatever help they could. Make no mistake, this annual report reflects the generosity of so many that make Roger Bacon the special place it continues to be. Our heartfelt thanks to everyone who has contributed in any way to enable us to continue to make a difference in young lives and the world within which we live.

Tom Burke
President Emeritus
2019-2020
Annual Report
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Operating Revenues & Expenses
JULY 1, 2019 – JUNE 30, 2020

Revenue

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>2018-2019</th>
<th>2019-2020</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tuition</td>
<td>$4,725,823.75</td>
<td>$4,896,785.38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fundraising</td>
<td>$1,796,960.89</td>
<td>$1,891,614.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State &amp; Federal</td>
<td>$705,271.99</td>
<td>$647,743.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other (athletics, café, misc.)</td>
<td>$582,434.44</td>
<td>$448,624.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOTAL</td>
<td>$7,810,492.07</td>
<td>$7,884,768.61</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Expenses

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>2018-2019</th>
<th>2019-2020</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Instructional</td>
<td>$3,610,530.71</td>
<td>$3,572,711.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Administration</td>
<td>$1,366,970.51</td>
<td>$1,408,717.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plant</td>
<td>$954,610.72</td>
<td>$1,018,617.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Financial Assistance</td>
<td>$1,089,390.74</td>
<td>$923,016.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other (athletics, café, misc.)</td>
<td>$863,750.69</td>
<td>$828,863.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOTAL</td>
<td>$7,885,253.37</td>
<td>$7,751,925.87</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(74,761.30) Net

New Facilities $513,803.00 $1,041,937.00


ALTHOUGH GREAT CARE WAS TAKEN IN PREPARATION OF THIS REPORT, MISTAKES ARE OCCASIONALLY MADE. IF AN ERROR HAS BEEN MADE, PLEASE ACCEPT OUR SINCERE APOLOGIES AND NOTIFY THE ROGER BACON ADVANCEMENT OFFICE AT 513-641-1313 OR BY EMAIL AT WHILL@ROGERBACON.ORG.
## Spirit of St. Francis Society $25,000 or MORE

The annual report acknowledges contributions received between July 1, 2019 & June 30, 2020

- Richard Alverson
- Ronald Dauwe
- Thomas Dehmer
- Robert Dineen

- Thomas Fogarty
- † Joseph Haley
- Lawrence Klosterkemper
- Deborah Luebbe

- Julia Neumann
- Kenneth Pitcher
- Charles Schwegman
- Province of St. John the Baptist

- The George Hubert Family, LLC
  - Thomas Turan
  - Western & Southern Financial Fund

## Friar’s Circle $5,000 to $24,999

The annual report acknowledges contributions received between July 1, 2019 & June 30, 2020

### DIAMOND $15,000 - $24,999
- Donald Biederman
- James Collins
- David Foley

### GOLD $10,000 - $14,999
- David Biederman
  - † Richard Blum
  - Andrew Bushelman
  - Joseph Dattilo
  - Lori Thamann Dattilo
  - Raymond Faehmeier
  - Friend of Roger Bacon
  - † Lawrence Geiger
  - † James Schad
  - Kenneth Schneider
  - David Siebenburgen
  - Donald Vieth

### SILVER $5,000 - $9,999
- Aaron Alexander
- Anonymous
- Eric Bostick
- John Breyer
- Gary Brichter
- Christian Brinkman
- David Clark
- Timothy Coogan
- Thomas Dodd
- Jerome Foley
- Richard Harmeyer
- John Herbst
- Wanda W. Hill
- Al Humbert

## Roger Bacon Society $2,500 to $4,999

The annual report acknowledges contributions received between July 1, 2019 & June 30, 2020

- Anonymous
- Steven Bellman
- Carol Besl
- Bernice Schmalz Bishop
  - † James Cannon
  - Christopher Chapman
  - Richard Clarke
  - Dominic Di Bartolomeo
  - Thomas Esenbock
  - John Esselmann
  - † Frank Fellerhoff
  - John Flanigan
  - Terrance Geisen

- Rudy Gerbus
- Gary Goldschmidt
- Timothy Haller
- Robert Hartlaub
- Christopher Hoffer
- Michael Holtzleiter
- James Houser
  - † Daniel Huerkamp
  - James Humbert
  - Gregory Jarvis
  - Paul Jasper
  - William Klus
  - David Meyer

- Nancy Henninger Meyer
- Thomas Moser
- Kevin Murray
- Frank Niesen
- Jean Benjamin Niesen
- Kenneth Radziwon
  - J. Robert Rice
  - Carole Loescher Ruschulte
  - John Ruschulte
  - Cheryl Lyons Schildmeyer
  - David Schildmeyer
  - Matthew Skinner
  - Rick Sollmann

- Barry Staley
- Thomas Watkins
- Raymond Westrich
- Dennis Yockey
THE ANNUAL REPORT ACKNOWLEDGES CONTRIBUTIONS RECEIVED BETWEEN JULY 1, 2019 & JUNE 30, 2020

Spartan Society $500 to $2,499

Frank Abell
David Abs
Alexander Albrinck
Roger Bacon Alumni Assoc
Theodore Thomas Alversen
Robert Alverson
Richard Arszman
Ralph Artmayer
Patricia Geisel Babey
Bernard Bacevich
Susan Hess Bacevich
Karen Bierman Baker
James Beischel
Juliane Belisle
† Paul Benjamin
Gregory Benkert
Terry Bien
Thomas Bill
Barry Binder
Timothy Binder
Nicholas Bitter
Dean Bitter
Herbert Blackburn
Esther Bauer Boehm
Paul Boehm
Ralph Brefol
Patricia Breitenstein
Robert Breitenstein
Karen Leonhardt Brothers
Neal Bruder
Thomas Burke
Timothy Burke
William Busch
David Buschle
John Cannon
William Cardwell
Thomas Carlson
Wayne Carucci
John Ceedia
Joseph Chaulk
Dale Chouteau
James Christensen
Kathi Santoro Clark
RB CLASS OF ’89
Robert Coogan
Linda Kelsey Corcoran
Terence Crawford
Robert Dehner
David Denterlein
Thomas Denterlein
Carl Deutsch
Robert Disser
Jerome Doerger
Gerald Doerger
Gerald Domis
Thomas Dor
† James Dorr
Mary Frances
Rogers Ehrenfels
Jason Ernst
Marcella Hinkel Ernst
Sally Evans
Raymond Faller
Kenneth Feldmann
Gary Fey
William Flowers
Fort Washington
Investment Advisors
Frederick Funeral Home
Roger Friedmann
Tricia Haynay Friedmann
Charles Furlong
Peggy Lamb Gamble
J. Michael Geers
Neal Gellenbeck
Mary Ann Geier Gellenbeck
Christine Meiners
Geopprimer
Raymond Geopprimer
Allen Gerth
John Gilkey
Gilkey Window
Company, Inc.
Todd Goedde
James Goertemoeller
Thomas Goldschmidt
Leonard Gosink
Michael Grause
Zachary Green
James Grote
Patricia Slattery Grote
John Gruenwald
Kevin Gullette
Laura Glassmeyer Hagen
Matthew Hagen
Nicholas Hahn
John Harmeyer
Jean Lupariello Harris
Thomas Hattersley
Robert Hauck
Gregory Hauer
Raymond Herzog
Michael Hetteberg
Scott Huber
Robert Hùhn
Richard Hunter
James Hunter
Thomas Hurst
Terrence Huxel
Stephen Jackson
Robert Jasper
Tonia Sherman Jasper
Thomas Johansing
Thomas Joseph
Eric Juelg
Jeffrey Kalb
Marlene Herrmann Kalb
David Kamphaus
August Kamphaus
Kenneth Kaser
Kelsey Chevrolet
Michael Kenniff
John Kerr
† Donald Kleingers
Merna Knor
Lois Sparks Knolle
Louis Knolle
Bruce Knolle
Louis Knolle
Tom Koebe
Carol Kortekamp
Thomas & † Violet Kram
James Krismer
La Verne Armbruster Krismer
† Richard Kruse
Mary Lee Tombragel Kuechly
Robert Lambert
Thomas Lammert
William Lammert
James Lammert
Robert Lammert
Dennis Lauck
Betty Eppinghoff Lehn
Russell Lehn
Douglas LeVasseur
Raymond Lienesch
Ruth Pahren Lienesch
Larry Linz
David Ludwin
Richard Luken
Ronald Luken
Ronald Marconet
Thomas Marks
Charles Martin
Thomas Mauntel
Gregory Mazuk
Daniel McCurdy
† Robert McGeorge
Anne McKinney
Carolyn Kreienbaum
McManhan
George McMahon
† Gerald McMurtrey
Robert Meade
Donna Kathman Mechley
Carol Armbruster Meehan
Michael Meister
Samuel Merkle
Lori Merz
Janet Meyer
Dennis Meyers
Daniel Miller
Richard Miller
Herman Mollman
Joseph Mollman
Kathy Meinking Morris
James Morsch
Herbert Mueller
Jeffery & Kim Mumper
Joseph Murphy
Gerald Mushaben
Jean Federle Myers
Richard Neyer
Anthony Nickert
John Niebling
Steven Niehoff
Kenneth Niehoff
Kimberly Mayborg Niehoff
John Nieman
Edward Nies
C. Edward Noe
Christopher North
Anthony Novello
David Nurre
Ann Reusch O’Connor
Robert Oldendick
Gerald Palermo
Joseph Palermo
Joseph Palermo, Jr.
Paula Weyer Parsons
Robert Passmore
R. Edward Peddenpohl
Mark Piepmeyer
James Pies
Richard Polhillkamp
James Pulkamp
Mary Sullivan Pulkamp
Katherine Rademacher
Michael Rademacher
Stephen Radike
RB Alumni Big Band
Kenneth Reeder
Joseph Rees
Catherine Kelsey Reeve
Lisa Becker Reinhard
Roger Bacon
Underwater-Hockey
Marcia Logsdon Ruwe
Robert Ruwe
Michael Sanzere
Jason Sauer
Dianne Bauer Schaefer
Joseph Scheider
Leigh Naylor Scheidler
Jasper Schellingerhout
Gregory Schildmeyer
Joseph Schlosser
Doris Fey Schmatz
Paul Schmidt
Carol Wesseler Schmidt
Frank Schmidt
Thomas Schneider
Janet Heitkamp Schneider
Ronald Schnelle
Janet VanDyk Schneider
Robert Schmack
Paul Stuher
Mark Schrand
Mark Schulte
Ronald Seiler
Ronald Sexton
Timothy Sexton
Nick Shooner
Thomas Shumate
J. Kyle Snyder
Christopher Speed
Raymond St. Clair
Robert Staab
Bruce Staley
Judith Stafford
James Stanton
† Paul Staubach
James Stegeman
Robert Stephens
Louis Stickley
Michael Stritholt
John Strohback
Taft, Stettinius & Hollister, LLP
Maureen Pfeiffer Taylor
Edward Tenkman
Mary & † John Schulte
Schulte Tensing
† Harry Tepe
John Tergerson
Mark Thomas
Marvin Tibbetts
Timothy Timmel
David Toberge
John Tomassala
Michael Trimbach
Alice Rogers Uhl
Gail Graman Viox
Michael Viox
Edward Vonbargen
Jeffery Vorholz
Jack Wachter
Ann Rowling Welling
John Wellies
David Westerbeck
Paul Westrich
Julie Lavarien Whitehead
Thomas Whitehead
Bruce Wietlisbach
Theodore Wilke
Bryan Wolf
Lisa Mulligan Wolf
Joseph Wolke
Douglas Wolteman
Michael Wood
Michele Davis Wood
James Wood
Lisa Wright
Jody Ball Wright
Thomas Zepf
Thomas Zureick
Elizabeth Zureick
Rosemary Zureick
Leo Zureick
THE ANNUAL REPORT ACKNOWLEDGES CONTRIBUTIONS RECEIVED BETWEEN JULY 1, 2019 & JUNE 30, 2020

Brown & White $1 to $499

The Annual Report acknowledges contributions received between July 1, 2019 & June 30, 2020.
The Annual Report acknowledges contributions received between July 1, 2019 & June 30, 2020
Bonita Burke Henschen
Michael Henschen
Jerome Herbe
Thomas Herbert
Robert Herrmann
John Herrmann
Kristine Agricola Hickey
Victor Hildebrand
Gary Hilsinger
Linda Schneider Hilsinger
Joan Schaeper Hilton
Damien Hinderer
Elaine Tenkman
Hinnenkamp
James Hinnenkamp
Michael Hinnenkamp
Thomas Hock
John Hodapp
Marianne Feldmann Hodapp
James Hoelscher
James Hoeningen
Ethel Ostenkamp Hoffmann
James Hoffmann
Thomas Hoffmann
Carole Saupfe Hoffmann
Donald Hoffmann
Mel Hoffmann
Dale Hoffmann
Marianne Schickner Hoffmann
Mary Hoffmann
George Hoffmann
Tiffany Clark Holt
Dennis Holterman
Richard Holthaus
Ruth Holthaus
Jerome Froning Holthaus
Linda Froning Holthaus
Philip Holthaus
Gerri Meiners Homan
Gery Homan
Diane Stritholt Homoeille
John Homoeille
Anthony Horton
Ricardo Howard
Margaret Huber
Anthony Huber
† Melvin Huber
Amy Hollmann Huerkamp
Daniel Huerkamp
Susan Hinnenkamp
Huerkamp
Nancy Stich Huffner
Lucy Fulton Hulsman
Lawrence Humbert
Marlene Nies Humbert
Robert Hungler
Robert Hurm
Michael Huseman
Kevin Huxel
Stephen Iding
Helena Schnittker Isfort
Robert Isfort
George Isfort
Ann Rengerings James
Michael Jansen
Gary Janson
Glen Janson
Ken & Deb Janzen
Frank Jasper
David Jasper
Barbara Gergen Jesse
Charles Johansing
Ferd Johansing
William Johns
Gloria Beck Johnson
Lynn Thammam Johnson
Theresa Wolke Johnson
Dennis Johnson
† John Johnson
James Jones
Rita Hart Jones
David Jones
Rick & Tara Jones
Michael Jordan
† Edwin Junker
Marian Kief Kaiser
Barbara Moeller Kalb
Barry Kalb
Cary Allfin Kane
Thomas Kassellmann
Christopher Kassellmann
Mary Ann Kassellmann
Brian Kassellmann
Sue Schrand Kathman
Thomas Kathman
Kevin Keegan
Thomas Keller
† William Kelley
† Joyce Carucci Kelly
Douglas Kelsey
Mel Kemme
Kenneth Kesterson
John Kidwell
Joseph Kiefer
James Kiefer
Thomas Kiefer
Christopher Kiley
Dolores Vonderhaar King
John King
Linda Reichert Kinsler
Robert Kispert
Jerome Kistner
Kathy Barnes Kistner
Kenneth Kistner
Jerome Klefas
Bryant & Amy Kleinfeldt
Loretta Brueggeman
Kleinnwachter
Martha Klems
Jim & Stacy Klems
Alvin Kling
Patricia Stevens Klosterman
Kenneth Kluener
Kenneth Klus
Richard Klus
Michael Klus
Joan Ellers Knecht
David Knecht
Ronald Knollman
Kenneth Knollman
Gregg Kneue
Michelle Donnelly Knue
Mary Jane Arnult Knueven
Renee Koch
Janet Brinkman Koebbe
Joan Bartholomew Koebbe
John Koebbe
Terry Koebbe
Thomas Koening
Merle Ann Koenig
Gary Koetelt
Jose Van Praag Koettel
Michael Kohus
Marilyn Meyer Konkoly
James Sullivan Koren
Patricia Sullivan Koren
Mark Korte
Michael Korte
Michael Kowalski
Thomas Kraemer
Andrew Kraemer
† Ronald Kramer
Emily Merz Kran
Elizabeth Bruder Kratz
Shirley Bick Kraus
Fred Krause
Andrew Kreidenweis
Anthony Kreiner
Dolores Huy Krekeler
Robert Kreyenhagen
Richard Kroner
Thomas Kroner
Roger Krummen
Michael Krzynovek
Thomas Kugele
John Kuhlenberg
Michael Kuhn
Nancy Pratt Kuhns
George Kunkel
Doris Kuszler
Donald La Rosa
Joseph La Rosa
John La Rosa
Diane Laake
Carl Labmeier
Gerald Lahrmann
Mark Lakes
Anthony Lamb
Joseph Lambert
Michael Lambert
† Peter Lambing
Carol Matije Lammers
Reinhold Lampe
Frederick Landenwitsch
Evelyn Rollinger Landrigan
Betty Lou Smithers Landy
Robert Lang
David Lang
Carl Langenderfer
L. Edward Lantman
David Laub
Rose Laughlin
Gregory Lauchuff
Joe & Liz Lawwill
Katherine Rieget Leary
Timothy Leigh
Robert Lemmin
Joseph Lengerich
Mark Leonhardt
Earl Leonhardt
Pamela Calder Leonardt
Carolyn Kuwatsch Lecher
Joseph Leta
Carol Weisbrot Lichtenberg
James Lichtenberg
Carl Lienhart
Patricia Flynn Lienhart
Richard Lightfield
Rosemarie Kiefas Lindsey
John Linton
Linda Janning Linton
Gilbert Linz
Donna Schappacher
Lippincott
Bernadette Noonan
Listermann
Frank Listermann
Raymond Loebker
Gerry Retig Loesch
Mark Longshore
Deborah Goertemoeller
Looby
Allison Mierz Loomis
Harold Lucas
Raymond Ludmann
Janice Brueggemeyer Ludwig
Mary Ann Baringhaus
Luebbering
Genevieve Barkocy
Luensman
Edward Luhn
Jack Luhmam
John Lukam
Lawrence Lukam
Roger Lukam
Anthony Lukam
Lukam's Paint & Body
Elizabeth Schmitz Luzshek
Ronald Lynch
Mary Anne Niesen Lynch
Thomas Lynd
Thomas Maceyn
Denis Maddock
Raymond Maffey
Paul Maffey
David Maffey
John Mahlkenkamp
Victor Mahom
Arthur Maines
R. Lee Mairose
Kenneth Maltry
Mary Lou Meyer Manegold
Robert Marchant
Mark Margeson
John Maringer
Beth Schaplosky Marting
Ronald Mason
Robert Matsik
Kenneth Mattscheck
Thomas Mauntel
Janice Lynch Maupin
Anthony Marvdiogoulo
Mary Lynn Hinnenkamp
Maryknoll
Maybor
Carol Ann Maybor
Tracy Tenhundfeld Mayers
Mark McAllister
Dennis McBreen
Charles McCaffery
Lucille Haarmann McCaffrey
Patrick McClosey
Elaine Kemper McCcluskey
Michael McCluskey
Kevin McDonald
Aaron McDonald
Mary Kistner McGinnis
Michael McGowan
Patrick McGowan
† Donald McGrath
Terry McMahen
Martha Meacham
James Meade
Kurt Mechley
Nancy Ulm Meier
Robert Meierding
George Meiners
Marilyn Wuenemann
Meinking
Ron & Dawn Meister
Nancy Yearout Menzer
Sally Kelsey Merkley
Thomas Merkley
Carol Smith Merkley
The Annual Report acknowledges contributions received between July 1, 2019 & June 30, 2020.
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Carolyn Ungruhe
Charles Vonder Meulen
John Weber
† H. Gerald Weil
Suzanne Oh Owey
Richard Zirkelbach

CLASS OF 1957
Mary Ann Hofman Albrinck
Ronald Albrinck
Vincent Angeline
Charlene Boehmmer Asbach
Patricia Geisel Babey
Ralph Berens
David Biederman
Jerome Bok
H. Thomas Brown
Jennifer Jones Busam
Richard Clarke
Robert Conrad
Timothy Coombs
Mary De Maria
Bernard Drossman
Winifred Boyle Eckhoff
Ronald Ennking
Gerard Eppstein
Virginia Byrnes Fisher
Terrance Geisen
Rita Doerger Gullette
Thomas Hamons
Richard Harmeyer
Robert Hauck
Thomas Herbert
Carole Sauge Hoffmann
Dale Hoffmann
David Jasper
Joseph Kiefer
Thomas Kiefer
Thomas Koenig
Thomas Lammet
Betty Eppinghoff Lehn
Robert Lemmink
Mary Lynn Hinnekamp
Mayborg
Elaine Kemper McCluskey
Michael Mc Cluskey
James Michel
James Mitsch
Thomas Moser
Gerald Neumann
Ruth Borchers Obermeyer
Joseph Palermo
James Pies
Andrea Franzone Pomfrey
Terry Bockelman Rasch
Marcia Logsdon Ruwe
Richard Scheuerle
Jerome Schoening
Joan Hart Spires
Jerome Schoenung
Barbara Stemmetz Thornton
Robert Veemam
Elizabeth Roll Weber
Mary Siefert Weber
Marilynn Wehrman Weil
Robert Wess
Marvin Willingham
Joyce Brecount Wolf
William Wolf

Jerome Wuestefeld
Nancy Zrenko Young

CLASS OF 1958
Ruth Nickley Ambo
Edward Armbruster
M. Grace Haefuel Bender
Diane Hardig Bertke
Barry Binder
William Buschmann
Jane Morgan Carle
Donna Hughes Cefalu
Nancy Ernst Conrad
Eileen Lockwood Coombs
Lois Mathes Cruse
Judy Zrenko Delaet
Connie Stavale Dresman
Dennis Driscoll
Carolyn Allendorf Farrell
John Flanigan
Ernest Franz
Joseph Frey
Edward Gerston
Robert Gertz
Leonard Gosink
Robert Gueterman
Robert Hadden
Lucy Fulton Hulsman
Michael Kenniff
Kenneth Kesterson
Betty Lou Smithers Landy
Ruth Painen Linesch
Dennis Maddox
John Mahlenkamp
Terry McMahon
† Gerald McMurty
Ronald Metzlzer
Albert Moeller
Bonne Willke Morrissey
James Murphy
Marilyn Pohikamp
Rosemary Servizzi Rettig
Edward Riechman
Jerry Runnels
Donald Schneider
Mary Hartman Schneider
Rita Link Schraer
Edward Stark
Louis Stickle
Julius Temari
Alice Rogers Uhl
David Vandivier
Donald Vieth
Carl Wehrfritz
Chester Wolgamot
Mary Jo Kaestle Wuestefeld
Frederick Zaekernt

CLASS OF 1959
Eric Abell
David Arndt
Richard Ansman
Ralph Artmayer
Bernard Bacevich
Robert Berner
Christian Brinkman
Jack Collopby
Robert Daumeyer
Phyllis Kemme Durbin
† Kathleen Meyer Eileman
Margaret Din Ellis
Dennis Feigen
Carolyn Zepf Glenn
Thomas Goldschmidt
Michael Haap
Jean Lupariello Harris
Ruth Holthaus
Theresa Wolkie Johnson
James Jones
Richard Klus
Rosemargie Klefas Lindsey
Donna Schappacher
Lippincott
Raymond Loebker
Mary Ann Baringhaus
Luebbering
Thomas Lynd
† Mary Keeton Mitsch
Charles Moebelinger
Herman Mollmann
Carol Lee Cogsgrove Morgan
Mary Schnetzer Nastold
Joan Niebling
Geraldine Smith Ortmann
Judith Miller Perkins
Virginia Oxe Rieckman
Robert Ruwe
Carol Wessler Schmidt
Frank Schmidt
John Schoenharl
Kenneth Schrand
Donald Strotman
John Teed
Edward Tenkman
Harry Toller
Joseph Welz
A. Darlyl Wiesenhahn
Timothy Wittman
Jayne Radcliffe Wolgamot

CLASS OF 1960
David Albrinck
Lawrence Beierlein
Thomas Bender
Victor Boehm
Kathy Reinhard Borgman
June Rettig Brady
Peggy O’Day Dickinson
Charlene Dieckman
Thomas Dreyer
James Efkeaman
Gerald Ellers
Philip Engel
Raymond Fahrmeier
Richard Faillace
Elizabeth Klus Goins
Charles Helms
Robert Henderson
Daimen Hinderer
Marianne Schickner
Hoffmann
Jeffery Kalb
Mel Kemme
Thomas Kreienbaum
Roger Krummen
Anthony Lamb
James Lammert
Joseph Leta
Carl Lienhart
Richard Lightfield
Roger Lukten
Mark Margeson
Denis Mckeen
Michael Meister
David Merkele
Jerome Mershon
Jerome Moeddel
Sheila Rudy Moeller
Joseph Mollmann
Helmut Neurohr
William O’Connor
Anthony Pesa
Dianne Vandivier Sabelhaus
Charles Schmidt
Joanne Telintelo Schrand
C. Nicholas Schwab
Thomas Schweitzler
F. Seton Staley
Kevin Staley
George Stegan
Robert Stuck
Stephen Szucs
Terry Tesedio
Caroline Billing Welsh
Kenneth Witsken
Eugene Wobi
Mary Lou Zirkelbach

CLASS OF 1961
Charles Agricola
Linda Genheimer Albrinck
Richard Alexander
Sandra Strubbe Armbruster
William Bardo
John Boland
James Buckley
Dolores Deitsch Burress
Thomas Carlson
Michael Carroll
Thomas Crawford
E. Anthony Crowe
Paul Dinwiddie
Eugene Domis
Raymond Drake
Gary Engelhard
Thomas Eschmeyer
Gary Eve
Leo Franz
Joseph Ganim
Cecelia Craig Gleisinger
William Grewe
W. Kenneth Hanna
Nathaniel Hayes
Robert Lungler
Lynn Thamman Johnson
Rita Hanhues
Sue Schrand Kathman
Lawrence Klosterkemper
Kenneth Kluener
Michael Klus
William Klus
Gary Koettel
Nancy Pratt Kuhns
Douglas LeVasseur

Arthur Maines
Carol Smith Merkle
Joseph Murphy
Thomas Niehaus
Roger Perdriz
James Hinterlong Royston
John Ruschulte
Walter Ruther
Michael Schlosser
Paul Schmidt
Theodore Schoch
Paul Schoster
Wayne Serrano
Nicholas Snider
Charles Specht
Robert Steltenpohl
Gilbert Stevens
Barry Strasser
Donald Tenkman
William Vaughn
Thomas Vonderhaar
Eugene Wernick
Janet Brecht Wilking
Robert Wilking
E. Allan Wolf

CLASS OF 1962
Susan Hess Bacevich
Michael Behr
Gerald Berding
Bernice Schmalz Bishop
Karen Leonhardt Brothers
Patricia Schnorbus Buerger
† Michael Butz
Robert Clausen
James Collins
Vernon Cornelson
Constance Flagg Dinwiddie
Gerald Doerger
William Dorsch
Joan McLanahan Drake
Susan Franz Fiore
Leslie Fugikawa
Allen Gerth
David Grimm
James Hoening
James Hoffmann
Dolton Holster
Al Humbert
Thomas Hurst
Marlene Herrmann Kalb
Thomas Kathman
Reinhold Lampe
Carl Langenderfer
Carol Armbruster Meehan
George Meiners
Jaree Mouch O’Connor
Mary Jo Hinterlong Royston
William Ruwe
Marie Schoner Ryan
Richard Ryan
Patricia Johnson Schlosser
Doris Fey Schmaltz
Karen Schoner Ryan
Marilyn Henlein Scott
Ronald Sexton
Robert Staub
Gerald Sunderhaus
James Tedd
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CLASS OF 1970
Frank Abell
Janet Hamburg
Beckemeyer
Roger Bedinghaus
Denise Lohr Bleser
Nancy Brodbeck
Gail Broermann Brunner
Douglas Burks
Charlene Cefaro Clark
David Clark
Thomas Clark
Joseph Dattilo
Lawrence De Guire
David Denterlein
Joseph Emming
Louis Eymen
Thomas Federle
Jerome Foley
Chris Griese Foster
Patricia Gilkey Frey
Dominic Gutierez
Donna McCarthy Hellman
Robert Helms
Michael Holtzieter
Gery Homan
Robert Marchant
Thomas Mauntel
John Milazzo
Cindy Blind Moorhead
Jane Niehaus
John Pumplin
Nanna Rumpke Rapien
Robert Rath
Peggy Leonhardt Remke
Michael Sanzere
Linda Mueller Schmits
Ronald Schnelle
Mary Lou Sundrup Slattery
Michael Stoll
Michael Sweeney
John Uhrig
Vincent Voegele
Gregory Wall
Helmut Wolftram
Dennis Yockey
Bernard Henke
Jerome Herbe
Michael Hetteberg
Stephen Jackson
Robert Jasper
James Kiefer
Kathy Barnes Kistner
Kenneth Kistner
Gregory Laukhuff
Ronald Lynch
Mark McAllister
Nancy Ulmer Meier
Herbert Mueller
Julie Flroning North
Russell Obermeyer
Carol Hoog Richter
Thomas Siebel
Stephen Singer
Gregory Smith
Richard Sparer
Timothy Sullivan
Richard Swope
Charles Vanderhaar
Jeffrey Vorholt
Jeffrey Wagner
Donald Webb
John Welling
Leo Zureick

CLASS OF 1972
1 Christine Blom Back
Albert Bailey
Joseph Balzer
Eric Bostick
Linda Hampel Brown
Mary Holmteier Brown
Donald Burbink
Gregory Buschmann
Roger Clark
Michael Cooper
Lori Thaman Dattilo
Margaret Fitzpatrick Day
Regina Rolling Delay
Robert Ebbeler
Debbie Kathman Ewald
Patricia Day Fossaluzza
Annette Hartmann Geier
James Giebel
Connie Hartman Henke
Kristine Agricola Hickey
John Hodges
Jerome Flroning Holthaus
Linda Froning Holthaus
Susan Hinnenkamp Huerkamp
Tonia Sherman Jasper
Gloria Beck Johnson
Mary Ann Kasselman
Mary Anne Niesen Lynch
Daniel McCurdy
Joan Coors Miller
Timothy Muldoon
Steven Oberjohann
D. Mark Oelrich
R. Edward Peddenpohl
Mark Piepmeyer
Catherine Kelsey Reeve
Elizabeth Calder Rumpke
John Rumpke
Mary Ann Schmidt
Richard Schoettmer
Donald Seigl
Joanne Doppes Smith
Robert Smith
Jerome Spohr
Barry Staley
Bruce Staley
Roselyn Flagg Stark
Thale Threlone
Michael Tribbe
Jeane Junker Wietmarschen
Mark Wietmarschen
Rita Nierich
Wietmarschen
Kevin Wilkerson
Thomas Zins
Richard Zureick

CLASS OF 1973
Gregory Benkert
Roger Bosse
Thomas Brausch
Tim Brotherton
Robert Budinsky
John Cedia
Beth Cefaro Clark
C. Gregory Cobb
Joyce Gutzwiller Cramer
Garry Domis
Ray Eckes
Michael Emming
Joseph Gallina
Timothy Geiger
Richard Hahn
Kevin Hampel
William Hausfeld
John Hermann
Marianne Feldmann Hodapp
Mary Hoffmann
Paul Jasper
Thomas Joseph
Michael Korte
David Laub
Rose Laughlin
Beth Schlapowsky Marting
Mary Kistner McGinnis
Richard Morsch
William Rath
Edward Batterman
William + Mary's Cell & Email Rust
David Schafer
Debbie Rother Schoenhof
Mark Schullenberg
Timothy Sexton
Robert Stiens
Jo Ann Todd Tonnis
Stephen Tonnis
Lisa Treinen
Karen Grewe Ziegler
John Zureick

CLASS OF 1974
Jane Barnes Abell
Kathy Doppes Ballinger
John Benjamin
Nancy Schaupp Bock
John Boehm
Joseph Chaulk
T. Michael Coddington
Gregory Curran
John Feldmann
Len Hausler
Kevin Huxel
Barbara Moeller Kalb
David Kamphaus
James Sullivan Koren
Patricia Sullivan Koren
Andrew Kreidenweis
John La Rosa
Mark Lakes
Mark Leonhardt
David Maffey
Kurt Meckley
Sally Kelsey Merkle
Thomas Merkle
James Morsch
John Mushaben
Kimberly Lorenz Navaro
Daniel O'Hara
Pamela Wuers Persson
John Pulskamp
Jana Eckerl Rouse
Mark Sause
David Schildmeyer
Steven Shebessly
Mary Sadlier Sunderhaus
John Voss

CLASS OF 1975
Terry Bien
James Macht Boehner
Marianne Macht Boehner
Ronald Brausch
Walter Bucher
Rita Mollmann Cooper
Mark Cummings
Thomas Dorr
Victor Gallina
Neal Gellenbeck
John Gruenwald
Philip Holthaus
Robert Hurr
Gary Janson
August Kamphaus
Mark Korte
Michael Krzynowek
Diane Laake
Frederick Landenwitsch
Michael Meyer
Lawrence Mitchell
John Niebling
Patricia Sammons
Cheryl Lyons Schildmeyer
Michael Scholl
Richard Sekemeyer
James Turner
Gail Graman Viox
Deborah Hampel Wagener
Gerard Wall
Mary Weiss
Mark Klus Wirth
James Zeisler
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SPONSORS

EVENING FOR EXCELLENCE
Allen F. Gerth
Family Foundation
Bernice & Tom Bishop
Ron Dauwe
Faith - Family - Fall Sports
Frederick Funeral Home
Dr. Thomas J. Fogarty
Fort Washington
Investment Advisors
Gilkey Windows
Rich & Ruth Harmeyer
Al & Kathy Humbert
Kelsey Chevrolet
Larry Klosterkemper
Kraemer Design & Production, Inc.
Momba Real Estate LLC
Mueller Roofing
Distributors, Inc.
Julia Neumann
Province of St. John the Baptist
Roger Bacon
Alumni Association
Roger Bacon Underground Hockey Team
Bill & Marcia Ruwe
Rick & Kathy Sollman
Taft, Stettinius & Hollister LLP
Turner Construction
Western & Southern Life Ins. Co.

PATRONS

EVENING FOR EXCELLENCE
Tom & Tricia Bill
Bernice & Tom Bishop
Tom & Ellen Burke
Thomas J. Dehmer, OFS
Engel & Associates
Matt & Laura Hagen
Wanda W. Hill
Al & Kathy Humbert
Donna & Ted Mechley
Anne McKinney
C. Edward Poe
Michael & Katherine Rademacher
Ken & Janet Schneider
Rick & Kathy Sollman
Chris & Kim Speed
Mike & Beth Stoll
Brian & Lisa Wolf

IN-KIND DONORS

EVENING FOR EXCELLENCE
A Friend of Roger Bacon
A.J. Rahn Greenhouses
Michael Abeles
Nick & Beth Aldemeyer
Animal Ark Pet Resort
Apke Ark Premium Cleaning
Arby’s
Bacalls Café
Michael & Emily Bagnola
Juliana Belisle
Tom & Tricia Bill
Bernice & Tom Bishop
Ron & Rose Blankenbuehler
Mike Blaut
Gary & Sarah Boeris
Bona Decorative Hardware
John & Jill Borges
Jim & Donna Brigger
Bud Herbert Motors, Inc.
Tom & Ellen Burke
Brett & Lisa Cartuyvelles
CEI Sports
Chili Time Restaurants
Cincinnati Recreation
Commission
Cincinnati Sports Club
Jim & Kathi Clark
Mike and Ann Conlon
Natalie Corzine Moore
John & Barb Coyle
Crossgate Lanes
Jeremy & Melissa Curran
Shaundra & Gary Dehert
Tom Dehmer
Denny McKeown’s
Bloomington Garden Centre
Designs Direct
Lance & Shirley Derr
Donna Salyers Fabulous Furs
Steven & Susan Drago
DriverEd Academy
Cheryl Eagleson
Jason & Marcella Ernst
Feazell Pottery
Michael & Susan Finan
John Fitzsimmons
Franciscan Friars
at St. Clare’s Friary
Brian & Angie Freed
Frish’s Restaurant
Jim & Sue Funk
GameWorks
John Gelhaus
Gary & Kathleen Glazier
Graeter’s
Grand Finale Restaurant
Great Parks of Hamilton County
Steve & Christine Guyer
Donald Haap
Matthew & Brittany Hagen
Matt & Laura Hagen
Luke & Amy Hamilton
Sean & Michelle Healy
Hidden Valley Golf Club
Leah Hill
Wanda Hill
John Hodapp
Lyne Hollingsworth
Home City Ice
Tony & Rachel Huber
Jake Sweeney Automotive
Ken & Debb Janzen
Fr. Frank Jasper, OFM
Cynthia Javel
John & Sophie Jennewein
Josten’s
Laura Kamphaus
Richard and Gail Kelly
Kentucky Horse Park
Keri Rickenbaugh, LLC
Kings Island
Bryant & Amy Kleinfeldt
Jim & Stacy Klems
Thomas & Patricia Kraemer
Landmark Productions
LaRosa’s
Michael & Lesley Lavender
Andrew & Amanda Lehmann
Little Gray House
Fr. Roger Lopez, OFM
Tom & Erin Macey
Bro. Gen. Mayer, OFM
Fr. Pat McCloskey, OFM
Anne McKinney
Deborah Messmer
Dan & Deb Middendorf
The Moeller Family
Mellen Moors-Dressing
Mr. Tuxedo, Inc.
Mike & Emily Mulcahy
Jeff & Kimberly Mumper
John & Kathy Mumper
Scott & Joy Mumper
Catie Murray
Natorp’s Nursery Outlet
Julia Neumann
North College Hill Bakery
Corey & Rachel Obringer
Gerald & Sue Palermo
Joe &D Fran Palermo
Jeannie Perry
Peter Gregory Florist
Mike & Kathy Rademacher
Ken & Bernice Reeder
Richard Family
Richter & Phillips Jewelers
Robert & Keri Rickenbaugh
Rogero Quest Climbing Center
Roger Bacon Athletic Department
Roger Bacon High School
Roger Bacon Spirit Shop
Steve & Melissa Rossi
Bill & Marci Ruwe
Larry Sabino
Patty Sammons
Carol Barger Schad
Paul Schildmeyer
Ken & Janet Schneider
Fr. Ric Schneider, OFM
Skip & Kris Schoettmer
Jay & Chris Schuermann
Mark & Jennifer Schuermann
Eric & Kelly Schuilers
Ken & Pat Schulkers
Schwartz Jewelers
Sandy Schwartz
Servati Pastry Shop
Mindy Sheppard
Rick & Kathy Sollman
Sound Body Jazz Orchestra
Chris & Kim Speed
Barry & Barbara Strasser
Strode Family
Bob & Angie Strunc
Teresa Sunderman
Sheila Sweeney Tebbe
Taft Museum of Art
Taft, Stettinius & Hollister LLP
Rob & June Tebbe
The Carnegie
The Web Extreme Entertainment
The Woodhouse Day Spa
Theatre Management Corporation
Thunderdome Restaurant
Group
Velvet Smoke BBQ
Jose Veran
Village Junction
Rob & Amy Vogler
Charleen VonderMeulen
Keith & Emily Weigand
Widmer’s Dry Cleaners
Brian & Lisa Wolf
Jamie Worley
Preston & Langdon Worley
Xavier University
York Street Café
Rick Zins
Zins Plumbing

CASH DONORS

EVENING FOR EXCELLENCE
A Friend of Roger Bacon
Mark & Rosie Abel
Stephen & Jill Accuro
Steve & Mary Beth Asbach
Tom & Kathy Badinghaus
Sean & Kelly Ballinger
Tom & Tricia Bill
Chris & Kate Blanton
Mike Blaut
Gary & Sarah Boeris
John & Jill Borges
Steve & Laura Brenner
Gary & Beth Brichler
Tom & Ellen Burke
Brett & Lisa Cartuyvelles
John & Robin Ceddia
Mike & Ann Conlon
Linda Corcoran
Jeremy & Melissa Curran
John Distler
Steve & Susan Drago
Jason & Marcella Ernst
Michael & Susan Finan
Brian & Angie Freed
Christel Funk
Jim & Sue Funk
Steve & Christine Guyer
Matt & Laura Hagen
Robert Hagen
Thomas & Deanna Herbert
Wanda Hill
Hodapp Funeral Home
Scott Huber
Tony & Rachel Huber
Al & Kathy Humbert
Ken & Debb Janzen
Rick & Tara Jones
John Kidwell
Bryan & Amy Kleinfeldt
Jim & Stacy Klems
Dave & Cindy Knecht
Harry & Violet Kramer
Joe & Liz Lawwill
Tom & Sally Merkle
Mike & Denise Moeller
John & Kathy Mumper
Scott & Joy Mumper
Frank & Bonnie Murphy
Ben & Jill Novak
Richard & Susan Pohlkamp
Jon & Beth Powers
Jim & Mary Pulsipher
John & Cynthia Pumpple
Kenneth Reeder
Maureen Richard
Rob & Keri Rickenbaugh
Steve & Melissa Rossi
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Donald & Laureen Ruberg
Larry Sabino
Mark & Jennifer Schuermann
Mindy Shepherd
Ryan & Nicole Smith
Kyle & Jen Snyder
Chris & Kim Speed
John & Jenn Stager
Mark & Katie Stahl
Roger & Julie Stark
Jennifer Stewart
Ryan & Jennie Strode
Robert & Angie Strunc
Ed & Maria Vieth
Rob & Amy Vogler
Matt Vollmer
Trent & Rene Wall
Keith & Emily Weigand
David & Sandra Westerbeck
Mark & Jennifer Westerfield
Rob & Liz Wilking
Chris Wissel
Lois Zins
Rick Zins

SPONSORS

ALUMNI GOLF OUTING

Buffalo Wings & Rings
Chili Time
Jim & Kathy Clark
Patrick Clark
Mike Engel and Associates, LLC
Jason Ernst
Jason Ernst Family
Ray Faller ’69
First Watch
Frederick Funeral Home
Roger Friedman - Attorney Frisch’s
Hamman’s Catering
Hodapp Funeral Home
Holthaus Signs
Hot Heads Burritos
Don Hutchinson
Jake Sweetney Automotive
Greg Jarvis
JKP Landscaping
Kelsey Chevrolet
Lumaware Safety
Judge Melba Marsh
Men of the Class of 1969
Fr. John Noe - Elder ’65
Noe & MacLeid LPA
Nothing but the Best Class of 1999
Nothing Bundt Cake

Pioneer Automotive
(Matt Volmer)
John & Holly Schario
Scherpies Deli
Don Schlosser Ins.
Skip ’65 & Kris ’67
Schoettner
Rick Sollmann
Sports Clips
Springfield Pike Skyline
1967 St. Clare’s Guys
St. Bernard LaRosa’s
Dan Starkey
Tag’s Montgomery Inn
Megan Trimbach
Vonderhaar Catering
Charles P. vanderhaar - CPA
Angela & Eddie White
Wiedemann’s
Zins Plumbing, LLC

SPONSORS

ATHLETIC DEPARTMENT

Ascent Risk Management
BWR
Andrew Dorr, D.D.S., Inc.
John Foyes - Zone Brand
Frank’s Glass
Guaranteed Rate Morgages
Guardian Angel
Hamman’s Catering
Heidelberg
Holy Grail Tavern & Grille
Jake Sweeney
Kelsey Chevrolet
Brian Kocher
Kroger
LaRosa’s
Pepsi
Pioneer Automotive
Recker & Boeger
Roto Rooter
Sibcy Cline
Skyline
Stacy Heating & Air
Sundy’s Pub
Wesbanco
West Side Brewing
Wiedemann’s
Wyoming Air

INKIND DONORS

ATHLETIC DEPARTMENT

PetWants at Findlay Market
Forest Park Animal Care Center
Smithfield foods
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"Return to Glory" Stadium Campaign

Roger Bacon High School celebrated the dedication of the newly renovated Bron Bacevich Stadium on September 5, 2019. These donors contributed to the “Return to Glory” Campaign. A printing error caused pages of donors to be omitted last year. The complete list for “Return to Glory” campaign donors are listed here:

Mark Albert
Aaron Alexander
Richard Alexander
Richard Alverson
Theodore Alverson
Paul Ammann
Daniel Anderson
Michael Anello
James Ankenbauer
Anonymous
Richard Arand
Edward Armbruster
Sandra Strubbe Armbruster
Richard Arszman
Steven Asbach
Mary Beth Kathman Asbach
Patricia Geisel Babey
Bernard Bacevich
Susan Hess Bacevich
Mary Backus
Albert Bailey
Timothy Ballinger
Kathy Doppes Ballinger
James Bambach
Joseph Barnes
Allen Barrow
Grace Smiley Beck
Donald Beck
Raymond Beck
Roger Bedinghaus
Cindi Stritholt Bedinghaus
John Beiting
Steven Bellman
Michael Benedetti
Gerald Berding
Donald Biederman
Timothy Binder
Herbert Blackburn
Kenneth C. Blankenbuehler
Victor Boehm
Vernon Bohlander
Jerome Bok
Louis Bok
Gilbert Born
Lois M. Bosse
Michael Brannen
Timothy Brennan
Debbie Gullette Brennan

Patricia Weller Bresler
James Brink
John Brocker
Gary Broenner
Gail Broermann Brunner
Edward Brunner
Walter Bücher
Frances Knecht Buchert
Patricia Schnorbus Buerger
John Buerger
Timothy Bunch
Michael Burns
Susan Coleman Burns
David Buschle
Joseph Bushelman
William Cardwell
Michael Carroll
Gregory Cartuyvelles
Peter Carusone
John Ceddia
Richard Ceddia
John Cise
David Clark
Class of RB ‘88
James Clines
James Collins
Jack A. Collopy
Robert Conrad
Nancy Ernst Conrad
Jack Collopy
Linda Kelsey Corcoran
Evelyn McManus Corcoran
John Corcoran
Michael Corson
Diane Sicking Criswell
Kevin Crittenton
Gregory Curran
Mary Haggerty Curran
Gerald Dacey
James Daly
Daniel Danzinger
Robert Daumeyer
Ronald Dawue
Donald Dickinson
Rosella Doepker
Eugene Domis
John Donahue
Nancy Seiter Donahue

Thomas Dorr
Winifred Boyle Eckhoff
James Efkeman
Thomas Eling
Raymond L. Fahrmeier
Beth Fein
John Fierro
Mary Ann Rehling Flamm
Louis Flamm
William Flowers
Joseph Frey, Jr.
Friend of Roger Bacon
Terrance Geisen
Thomas Gelhausen
Adam N. Gellenbeck
Mary Ann Geiger Gellenbeck
Neal Gellenbeck
Alan Gerbus
Anthony Gertz
Frank Gettefinger
James Gibbons
Gary Goldschmidt
Thomas Goldschmidt
R. Alex Granger
Joseph Grant
Jerome Grant
Michael Grause
Zachary L. Green
Marcus Griffin
Kathryn Morgan Groh
Donald Haap
Michael Haap
Denise Haarmann
John Hader
Richard Harmeyer
Dale Harnishfeger
Richard J. Hartmann
Karl Hauck
Richard Hausfeld
Herbert Haverland
Carl Heilmann
Jerome Herbst
Thomas Herbert
John Herbst
Damiem Hinderer
James Hoeningner
Daniel Huerkamp
Amy Hollmann Huerkamp

Al J. Humbert
Marlene Nies Humbert
Lawrence Humbert
Richard B. Hunter
Stephen Jackson
Gregory Jarvis
Robert Jasper
Toni Sherman Jasper
William Jett
Thomas Johansing
William Johns
Scott Judd
Andrew Kalb
Mallory Wood Kalb
Barbara Moeller Kalb
Barry Kalb
Thomas Kathman
Sue Schrand Kathman
Joyce Carucci Kelly
Douglas Kelsey
Thomas Kiefer
James Kiefer
Robert Kiper
Lawrence Klosterkemper
David Knecht
Thomas Koenig
Mary Sue Vietmarschen
Koenig
James Koenig
Michael Kohus
Bruce Kombrink
Mark Korte
Harry Kramer
James Kroeger
Mary Lee Tombragel Kuechly
Thomas Kugle
Michael Lambert
Thomas Lammert
Robert Lammert
William Lammert
Dennis Lauck
Earl Leonhardt
Pamela Calder Leonhardt
Jack Luhrman
Terry Lyons
Michael Mahlenkamp
Rita McAllister Mann
Robert Marchant
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Century Club Members

The following contributors joined the “Century Club” to ensure the newly renovated Bron Bacevich Stadium is continually maintained. To become a member of the “Century Club,” contact Tom Bill at tbill@rogerbacon.org or at 513.614.1313.

Charles Martini
Robert McGeorge
Sally Kelsey Merkle
Thomas Merkle
Samuel Merkle
Robert Merkle
Jerome Mershon
Lori Merz
David Meyer
Nancy A. Meyer
William Michnowicz
Daniel L. Miller
Theresa Rosen Mitchell
Michael Moeller
Paul Mohr
Herman Mollmann
Joseph Mollmann
Donna Milay Montgomery
Michael Moran
John E. Morell
Mark Morelli
Charles Mouliet
E. Kathy Lorenz Mueller
Herbert Mueller
Gerald Muennich
John Mullen
Richard Neal
Frank Niesen III
Jean Benjamin Niesen
Darnae Wise Nelson
Richard Wise Nelson
Julia Neumann
Richard Niehaus
Edward Nies
Marjorie Niesen
Carl Nissen
C. Edward Noe
N. David Noe
Christopher North
Anthony Novello
William O’Connor
Jaree Mouch O’Connor
Douglas Olberding
Gerald Palermo
Joseph J. Palermo
Edward Peddenphol
Roger Perdrix
Judy Brecht Perdrix
Anthony Pesa
Mark Piepmeier
James Pies
John Pilgrim
Kenneth Pitcher
Robert Plum
Richard Pohlkamp
Stephen Radike
Joseph Rees
Catherine Kelsey Reeve
Philip Reichle
Kathie Davies Rickenbaugh
Robert Rickenbaugh
RB Class of ’89
Raymond Rolsen
Carl Rosskopf
Debra Haefuele Runk
Joseph Ruter
Robert Ruwe
D. Michael Ryan
Marie Schoner Ryan
Juliana Wallenhorst Sanders
Joseph Santoro
Michael Sanzere
Thomas Sauer
Thomas Schaefer
Diane Tippenhauer Schaefer
Gerald Schatzman
David Schildmeyer
Cheryl Lyons Schildmeyer
William Schmidt
Paul Schmidt
Kenneth J. Schneider
Paul Schneider
Ronald Schnelle
Jerome Schoenung
Richard Schoettmer
Paul Schoster
Donald Schrufffenberger
Patricia Wicktora Schulkers
William Scotti
William Selenke
Joseph Seta
Marilyn Cisko Sheehan
Thomas Shumate
James Sicking
Rose Seufert Sicking
Matthew Singer
Steven Slusher
Robert Smith
Joanne Doppes Smith
Nicholas Snider
Brandon Spaeth
Donna Fulton St. Clair
James Stegemman
George Stegemman
William Stegemman
Paul Stewart
Steven Stoll
Michael Sullivan
Kaylee Sanders
Mary Hils Telles
Edward Tenkman
Michael E. Tippenhauer
Paul Toberge
John Tomasella
Eileen Trimbach
Michael Trimbach
Mary Pahren Trischler
Dennis Tunningley
James Uhrig
John Uhrig
Carolyn Ungruhe
Jose Veran
Charles Vonder Meulen
Charles Vonderhaar
Deborah Hampel Wagoner
Ben Wallace
Robert Wallenhorst
Elizabeth Singer Walton
Mark Wehby
Ryan Weigand
Katherine Ward Weigand
Jack Wesseler
Beverly West
David Westerbeck
Suzanne Ohe Weyer
Frank Ohe Weyer
Julie A. Whitehead
Thomas M. Whitehead
Bruce Wietlisbach
Kevin Wilkerson
E. Allan Wolf
Robert Wolf
James Wood
Jerome Wuestefeld
Mary Jo Kaestle Wuestefeld
Mary Koch Wurtz
Victoria Auer Zink
Fred Zistler
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Roger Bacon High School is proud to recognize all the families, individual alumni and friends of the established and growing number of scholarships and funds that are need to continue the “Mission Statement of Roger Bacon”. Please contact the Advancement Office (513.641.1313) if you would like to establish a scholarship/education fund.
Fr. Andrew Fox Society “Planned Giving”

The “Fox Society” was formed to help secure the future of Roger Bacon. The future is investing in the next generations of students to learn, grow and develop in the family spirit that is anchored within the Franciscan Education values.

Individuals listed below have notified Roger Bacon that we are included in their estate plans. Planning can be in the form of giving within IRA & Retirement Funds, wills, trusts, cash, annuities, real estate and life insurance. Contact your financial planner or the Roger Bacon Advancement Department (513.641.1313) at Roger Bacon for more information.

Eric E. Abell (Rick) ’59
Frank J. Auciello ’42
Justin Auer ’47
Larry Austing ’42
Bernard Bacevich ’59
Susan Hess Bacevich ’62
† Frank H. Berning ’49
† John Berning ’48
† John Berry ’53
† Lester J. & Bonnie Besl
† Stanley Blackledge ’39
† Richard Blum Jr. ’33
Paul J. Boehm Jr. ’79
James W. Brigger ’65
Christian W. Brinkman ’59
† Mr. & Mrs. Charles & Lois Cobb
Mrs. Marian B. Collins
† Mr. Paul Collins ’34
Mr. James Collins ’62
† Robert Conners ’39
Timothy E. Coogan ’79
† Clifford H. Coors ’39
Ronald A. Dauwe ’53
† Carol Morgan Dauwe ’56
† Thomas dineen ’45
Mr. & Mrs. John C. ’60 & Nancy A. ’59 Duritsch
Steve I. Durkee ’67
Dr. Roy t & Michelle Eckart
Thomas M. Esenbock ’65
Dennis W. Farrell ’59
Thomas P. Fay ’60
Charlotte Feiertag ’49
Frank Fiore
† Frank A. Fiorini ’52
George H. Flege ’42
Dr. Thomas J. Fogarty, MD ’52
David E. Foley ’65
† Anthony Gambino ’43
† Carl Geis ’32
Thomas W. Goldschmidt
† Joseph Gouy ’32
Michael H. Haap ’59
† Robert Hais ’38
† Raymond F. Halloran ’40
† Robert J. Hartlaub Sr. ’34
Robert M. Hauck ’57
Roger P. Hauck ’54
Ralph Henke ’70
† William Heitzman ’39
Wanda W. Hill
† John Hoell ’35
† H. Benner Hoeper ’34
† William Hopkins ’41
† Margaret E. Horn
Daniel & Sue J. Huerkamp ’72
† Helen Hurm
† Hildegard Johnson
Michael D. Jordan ’63
† Paul Keidel ’42
Charles F. Kenner ’49
Lawrence Klosterkemper ’61
Richard P. Kluh ’59
Thomas R. Kreienbaum ’60
Dr. Richard J. Lamping ’52
† William F. Ledwin ’55
† Jack E. Mahlenkamp ’38
Carolyn Mc Mahon ’54
George R. Mc Mahon ’52
Michael R. Meister ’60
† Edward J. Meyer ’42
Vince G. Meyer ’50
† Norbert J. Miller ’42
Herman H. Mollmann Jr. ’59
Dr. Michael S. & Andrea Morelli ’89
† Virginia M. Mushaben ’38
Bernard L. Naber ’56
Regina C. Nieb ’42
Joan M. Niebling ’59
Marian C. Niehaus ’56
Richard Niehaus ’56
† H. James Nunlist ’39
Jerry P Pasqualletti ’66
† Norman Pohl, Sr.
† Edwin Pundsack
† Mary Elizabeth Rea ’43
† James A. Rentrop ’39
Richard E. Retting ’68
Donald L. Roetetele ’53
† George Rogers, Jr. ’47
Timothy R. Rosmarin ’86
† Edward & Ruth Sauer
† Daniel J. Schlachter ’46
Charles W. Schwemman ’67
David A. Siebenburgen ’65
† Louis S. Spadafora ’48
† Carroll A. & Kathleen A. Staley
F. Seton Staley Jr. ’60
William F. Stoeppel ’68
John W. Strohbach
† Gayle Baker Strohbach ’49
Thomas L. Sweeney ’45
Jim Tette ’52
† Anna Jung Tepe ’43
† Harry T. Tepe ’43
† James E. Thinnes ’52
Jean C. Thinnes ’54
† Paul & Naomi Thomas
John R. Toelke ’46
Thomas S & Kathleen Turan
William L. Vaughn ’61
† Raymond Wagner ’66
David F. Westerbeck ’63
Bruce Wietlisbach ’76
Robert P. Wiwi ’59
Louis D. Woycke ’62
Roger H. Zanitsch ’62
Matching Gifts

Many corporations and companies are willing to match charitable donations. Please check with your place of employment to see if your company matches charitable gifts. It may double your donation to Roger Bacon High School!

Honorariums

Honor gifts are made to honor a particular person or organization. During the 2019-2020 fiscal year, donations were made to Roger Bacon High School to honor the following people:

- Bob & Ceese Belisle
- Tom Bill
- Tom Burke
- Brandon Cowans
- Sue Huerkamp
- Matt & Laura Hagen
- Wanda Hill
- Gail Kelly
- Jeff & Kim Mumper
- Chris Newton
- Julia Neumann
- Jon Powers
- Marcia Ruwe

Memorial Gifts

Memorial gifts, made in celebration of the memory of a loved one, are designated to Roger Bacon Scholarship Fund, unless otherwise stated. Acknowledgements are sent to the donor as well as to the families of the person being memorialized. Memorials were received in memory of:

- Christine Back
- Paul Benjamin
- Richard Blum
- Charles Brinkman
- Dorothy Nurre Broad
- Michael Butz
- James Cannon
- Rita Clark
- Mary Ann Dehmer
- James Dorr
- Kathleen Meyer Eilerman
- Frank Fellerhoff
- Harold Fuhrmann
- Michael Gariby
- Lawrence Geiger
- Eric Gill
- Sylvia Nania Haggerty
- Joseph Haley
- Bernard Hartmann
- Melvin Huber
- Daniel Huerkamp
- John Johnson
- Edwin Junker
- William Kelley
- Joyce Kelly
- Donald Kleingers
- Ronald Kramer
- Richard Kruse
- Peter Lambing
- Robert McGeorge
- Donald McGrath
- Gerald McMurtry
- Robert Metz
- Mary Keeton Mitsch
- Howard Mushaben
- Joseph O’Donnell
- Margaret Timmers Ranz
- Paul Rebel
- Edward Runnebaum
- William Rust
- James Schad
- Anthony Sciamanna
- Paul Staubach
- John Tensing
- Harry Tepe
- Adam Watzek
- H. Gerald Weil
- Fred Zistler
Year in Review

This list identifies the major enhancements made to Roger Bacon during the 2019-2020 fiscal year:

BRON BACEVICH MEMORIAL STADIUM

- 140 car parking lot and landscaping
- Mitchell Avenue pedestrian and vehicle formal entrances
- Formal field entrance with memorial bricks
- Two storage buildings
- Updated restrooms
- Turf warm-up area
- Walk of Honor (sidewalk)
- Press Box upgrade
- Fiber/internet connection between school and stadium
- Upgraded sound system
- Hillside repair to retaining wall

ROSS PARK UPGRADES

- Three tennis courts
- Frank Robinson Field (baseball)
- Fitness Trail

BUILDING RENOVATIONS

- 2nd floor restrooms
- Trainer’s Office (Fogarty Medical Center)
- LED lighting in 1st and 2nd floor classrooms
- Interactive projector systems in 11 classrooms
- Repaint 1st floor classrooms and hallways
- Energy efficient “bottle fill” water fountains
- Repaint Fogarty Center lobby and basement hallway
- Distinguished Alumni murals
- Guidance Department air conditioning replacement
- Emergency access path

JOHN DEERE “GATOR” WITH SNOW PLOW

TWO BATTERY-OPERATED WALK BEHIND FLOOR SCRUBBERS
Our Mission Statement

ROOTED IN THE FRANCISCAN VALUES OF HOLINESS AND LEARNING, SELF-DISCIPLINE AND COMPASSION, ROGER BACON IS A CATHOLIC HIGH SCHOOL WHICH DEVELOPS THE HEARTS, MINDS AND BODIES OF ITS YOUNG MEN AND WOMEN IN A CARING AND CHALLENGING ENVIRONMENT.